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Abstract
Robust predictions for the pedestal height in ITER require an understanding of the role of D-gas and impurity injection, such as N and Ne, on
the pedestal temperature and density in JET-ILW both in terms of loss of pedestal pressure and/or temperature (with D-gas and Ne) as well as
its improvement (with N or C). On JET-ILW, seeding Ne can result in either a decrease or increase on the pedestal density depending on
pedestal collisionality and N, but in all cases seeding Ne does not lead to an increase of temperature, unlike with C. Seeding C2D4 counteracts
the electron temperature and density degradation of a high D-gas rate injection. The maximum normalised pressure gradient in the pedestal of
the low and high-N plasmas is within 20% of the critical normalised pressure gradient calculated a linear MHD code taking the effect of the
ion diamagnetic effect and rotation on the stability. ETG instability is identified to be the dominant energy loss mechanism for the low and
high-N plasmas but can also drive instabilities in the ion scale level.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Impurity seeding via injection of neon (Ne) or nitrogen (N) will be mandatory in ITER Q=10 reference scenario
to reduce inter-ELM power load to the divertor within the engineering limits. The challenge is achieving the
scenario requirement of H98(y,2)=1, N =1.8, <n>/nGW =0.85, =0.4, with a highly radiative divertor. These
conditions necessitate a high pedestal temperature which leads the pedestal to play a key role in this challenging
integration and obtaining reliable predictions. The predictions for the pedestal temperature and pressure in ITER
have been put to a test with the reduction in the pedestal pressure in JET with its metallic ITER-like wall (JETILW) with reference to the carbon wall phase of JET (JET-C). In JET-ILW, a reduction in the pedestal temperature
is observed in all scenarios regardless of the level of D-gas injection or value of normalised pressure N [1] [2] [3].
At low D-gas injection, high W radiation is not always the cause for this reduction.
Unravelling the mechanism that, in the absence of carbon in the plasma composition leads to a decrease in the
pedestal temperature is critical in predicting the pedestal pressure in ITER. It is particularly important to learn
how to use the extrinsic impurity to optimise the pedestal temperature in highly radiative scenarios. The
understanding of these mechanisms would also be beneficial in keeping a pedestal temperature as high as possible
in the future JET DT scenarios (with H98(y,2)>1, N >1.8, <n>/nGW ~0.6, =0.2) where Ne-seeding for power load
control is one of the routes envisaged to achieve the requirement of 15MW fusion power for 5s. This paper aims
at (1) deepening our understanding of the effect of carbon (C), N and Ne-seeding on the pedestal pressure and
temperature, (2) assessing whether the peeling ballooning stability limits the pedestal pressure, and (3)
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determining which instabilities are causing heat and particle transport. This will allow us to lay the foundations
for ITER predictions.
2.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTS

In JET-ILW the limitation on the pedestal temperature is alleviated partially with the injection of N, in the high baseline (2.5MA/2.7T , Pnbi=16MW, N=1.2, =0.4) where the pre-ELM pedestal pressure is increased via an
increasing both the pedestal temperature and density [4]. In contrast, Ne-seeding decreased the pedestal
temperature and density in these discharges [5]. The low-N plasmas at high pedestal collisionality value, 𝜈𝑒∗ >1.5,
were first investigated as a direct comparison between well diagnosed JET-C and JET-ILW plasmas was possible,
as well as being the ITER baseline reference scenarios. However, our understanding of the effect of impurity and
D-gas need to be also extended to pedestal conditions relevant to JET-DT, i.e. a lower pedestal collisionality
(𝜈𝑒∗ ~0.26) and a target N >1.8 at low triangularity (=0.2). Experiments have then been carried out in high-N
plasmas (1.4MA/1.9T, Pnbi~16.5-17.5, N=2.5, =0.2 with Psep/PLH>2) at a lower collisionality, 𝜈𝑒∗ =0.1-0.6
and low current to avoid additional operational limitation due to excessive W radiation. A scan in D-gas, C2D4
and Ne has been carried out (see section 4) with care to characterise the different transport channels up to the
separatrix: electron and ion temperature, electron density, impurity density and toroidal rotation. C2D4 was
injected instead of N for better measurements with the edge CXRS diagnostics. In addition to the high-N plasmas,
further investigations of the effect of impurity were done with the earlier low-N plasmas with the injection of
CD4 for improved measurements of the different pedestal channels during the recovery of the pedestal pressure
(section 5). Prior to this work, an assessment of the MHD stability for the plasmas conditions is done (section 3).
3.

ASSESSMENT OF PEDESTAL STABILITY WITH DIFFERENT MHD MODELS

The prediction of the plasma performance necessitates an understanding of the pedestal temperature and density
height and in particular of how D-gas injection and impurities modify the pedestal temperature and density. The
height is determined from the width and gradient in the steep gradient region. The temperature and density will
evolve in the inter-ELM phase according to the transport mechanisms at play in the pedestal which is a mix of
neoclassical transport and turbulence driven transport, such as Kinetic Ballooning Mode (KBM), Ion Temperature
Gradient (ITG), Electron Temperature Gradient (ETG), Micro Tearing Modes (MTM) [6] [7] [8] and the pedestal
particle source. The pedestal temperature height will be free to evolve with the constraint of the transport physics
and ultimately determine the operating point (OP) at which the plasma becomes unstable to an ideal MHD mode
called the peeling-ballooning mode (PB) and an ELM is triggered. One of the first items needed to be assessed is
whether appropriate models for peeling ballooning stability can explain when the ELM is triggered.
The pedestal stability of the experimental plasmas is represented in the j- stability diagram, where j is the current
density, and  the normalised pedestal pressure gradient. When assessing the edge stability, the pressure pedestals
with the carbon wall are consistently found close the PB limit before an ELM crash. In this case, the experimental
alpha max is approaching crit which represents the maximum normalised pressure gradient expected by the P-B
model. The conventional procedure used in the ELM stability analysis in JET-C and JET-ILW plasmas assume
that the ion temperature is equal to the electron temperature profile and that the toroidal rotation Ωtor is negligible.
The conventional procedure and the ideal MHD model have explained well the ELM trigger condition in JET-C.
Results on JET-ILW ELM stability presented up-to-now in the literature have been done with this conventional
model, apart from [9] [10]. In the dataset considered here, it was assessed that if Ti and Te profiles are assumed
equal, this leads to an overestimate of the max value by 20% with respect to using the Ti experimental profile.
This result would tend to increase the discrepancy in the distance between the crit and the experimental max. This
20% increase in the value max is not dependent on the position of max, with max position varying from 0.97 to
0.99 for this dataset.
MINERVA-DI [11] is an MHD stability code that includes the ion diamagnetic drift (*i) effect in rotating
plasmas and analyse the PBM stability with these non-ideal effect [11]. In the paper, the validation work already
done on 12 JET discharges reported in [9] is extended to additional shots at lower collisionality (*e,95<1).
Similarly, to the latter paper, three MHD models are used to analyse the PBM stability: the ideal MHD model
without rotation (IDEAL, but with Te and Ti value), the diamagnetic MHD model without (DIAwoR) and with
rotation (DIAwR). The range of n numbers of PB modes analysed numerically is between 1 and 100. In [9], it was
shown that plasma rotation can destabilize the peeling-ballooning modes and contributes to make the stability
boundary close to the OP on the stability diagram. The comparison of the different stability models is presented
in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, for low and high the *e,95 plasmas respectively. These figures show the *e,95 dependence of
the distance between the stability boundary and the operation point, , which is defined as
=(crit−max,op)max,OP. Here crit is max value at the stability boundary where <jped,max> is equal that on the OP.
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The error bars of  are determined by estimating max on the boundary where <jped,max> is changed by ±20%
from the OP. A value of  within 0.2 is considered acceptable in this study. At low *e,95 (*e,95 ≤1), the three
MHD models, ideal DIAwoR and DIAwR can be applicable for the ELM stability but the last two models provided
the closest crit to the OP, as shown in Fig. 1 At low *e,95, the ideal MHD models tend to underestimate the
normalised pressure gradient with respect to the experiment. The *i effect taken into account in the other two
MHD models provides a closer prediction of the ELM trigger to the OP. The  distribution for the plasma
considered is similar for the DIAwoR and DIAwR model, highlighting that the rotation at low *e,95 does not have
a significant effect. On the other hand, for the high *e,95 (>1) plasmas considered here, both ideal and DIAwR
models can be applicable for the ELM stability in JET-ILW. Unlike in the low *e,95 case, the rotation is clearly
influencing the MHD stability as the DIAwR model is closer than the DIAwoR model to the trigger conditions.
The IDEAL MHD model do have a major drawback both at low and high *e,95. The most unstable toroidal mode
is identified as n=100 (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2), the maximum mode number considered in the analysis. Such short
wavelength modes are usually not regarded as the trigger of the type-I ELM and in fact the *i effect stabilises
high-n ballooning modes. On the contrary, the DIAwR and DIAwoR MHD model have the most unstable toroidal
mode number below 80.

Fig. 1: Histogram of  value (left) and most unstable
mode number (right) for each MHD model with plasma
with *e,95≤1. Shaded region indicated ||≤0.2.

Fig. 2: Histogram of  value (left) and most unstable mode
number (right) for each MHD model with plasma with
*e,95>1. Shaded region indicated ||≤0.2.

In summary, the DIAwR MHD model is best able to understand the ELM trigger conditions and determine the
most unstable mode for most of the high and low *e,95 plasmas in this dataset. Nevertheless, the distance  in
particular, some low *e,95 plasmas remain outside the acceptable domain with the DIAwR model. It is possible
that the resistivity, not included in the present model, destabilizes high-n PB mode [10], but no dependence of the
 value with *e,95 is observed. On the other hand, the value of  increases as the ELM frequency increases.
Apart from one plasma, the value of  determined with DIAwR was above 0.2 when the ELM frequency was
above 100Hz. Note that the time resolution of the edge CXRS system of 7.2ms, which limits the probing to plasma
below the ELM frequency of 100Hz. For the dataset considered here, with excellent electron, ion temperature and
toroidal rotation data, the DIAwR MHD model can determine crit within 20% of max, provided the ELM
frequency is low enough with respect to the integration time of the edge CXRS diagnostic. Note that the poloidal
and toroidal rotation of the main ions used in the stability calculations are deduced from neoclassical theory [10].
4.

ANALYSIS OF HIGH-N PLASMAS WITH SCAN IN D AND IMPURITY

4.1. Difference in confinement and pedestal height for tile 5 and tile 6 configurations
In the high- plasma (see section 2), two datasets were obtained with a slightly modified magnetic configuration
due to operational constraints. A first dataset was obtained with a scan in D-gas and C2D4-gas with the outer
divertor leg on tile 5, and, in another dataset, a scan in Ne-gas and D-counterpart were done in tile 6 configuration.
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The only difference in the
magnetic configuration is that
the outer leg on tile 6 is at a
closer proximity to the
pumping duct entrance. A
study of the effect of D-gas
alone is necessary prior to a
comparison of the impact of a
seeded impurity on the
pedestal and confinement of
these plasmas. [12] [13]. The
discharges considered in these
two datasets were carried at
the same input power of 16.517.5MW with a power
flowing through the separatrix
of 13MW (unseeded) and
provide a fair comparison of
these two configurations with
similar
engineering
parameters.
The
energy
confinement at lower D-gas
rate with tile 6 configuration is
indeed above the values of the
tile 5 configuration with
H98=1.2, N=2.8 with D-gas
rate of 0.8x1019 el/s (see Fig.
3), exactly in line with
observation made for JET-DT
Fig. 3: (from top left to bottom right) H98(y,2) , normalised pressure, ELM frequency
scenarios. It was empirically
versus total injected electron per second, and Zeff versus pedestal collisionality for tile
found, for the DT baseline
5 dataset (red) and tile 6 dataset (blue), for unseeded (open symbols) and seeded (filled
scenarios developed in JETsymbol for C2D4 (red), Ne (blue)).
ILW, that efficient pumping
conditions with the strikepoints of the magnetic configuration close to the divertor pump duct entrance (tile 6 configuration) leading to a
reduction of the divertor neutral pressure, are required to recover the fusion performance with an confinement
time enhancement factor close to unity [14]. This scan gives us the
opportunity to understand better the change of confinement. As the
D-gas rate is increased, the confinement is not maintained and
similar value of H98=0.9, N=2.1 is obtained, at a D-gas rate of 0.8
and 1.5x1022 el/s for tile 5 and 6 respectively. In the tile 6
configuration, the D-gas rate is higher than for tile 5 due to the outer
strike point being closer to the pumping duct, and the D-gas being
directly pumped. One striking observation is that the ELM
frequency for the tile 6 configuration is higher than for tile 5 for
similar value of H98 except for the higher confinement plasma on tile
6 at lowest D-gas rate, see Fig. 3. The Zeff value is mostly dominated
by medium-Z impurities such as Ni or Cu, and it is higher on tile 6
than tile 5.
A comparison of the total pedestal pressure between these
two configurations is made versus the normalised volume averaged
poloidal pressure <pol>, as the core pressure increases the
Fig. 4: total pedestal pressure versus volume
Shafranov shift which in turns has a stabilizing effect on the pedestal
averaged normalised poloidal pressure
limited by the PB-modes [12] [13]. At an equivalent <pol> value of
~1.25, the pedestal pressure is lower by a factor 1.7 with the tile 6
configuration compared to the tile 5 configuration, see Fig. 4. At the total pedestal pressure of ~6kPa, the pedestal
of the two configurations can be similar, but the normalised poloidal pressure <pol> is above 1.4 for the tile 6
and at 1.25 for the tile 5 configuration, respectively. This higher core contribution to the total pressure can be due
to either higher peaking of the temperature and density or a higher value of the pedestal temperature and/or density.
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The key overall differences between the
pedestal of the two configurations are the
lower electron pedestal density plasmas, and
a higher pedestal ion temperature at the
lowest D-gas rate, both for tile 6 plasmas see
Fig. 5. At the value of <pol> ~1.25, an
increased peaking of the profile is therefore
necessary to explain the increased core
pressure. It is the difference in the ion
temperature peaking which results in a
significant contribution from the ion
temperature to the total pressure in the tile 6
configuration as seen from the ratio of T i/Te
in Fig. 6. At <pol> =1.4, the high value of
Ti/Te resulting more from an increased
pedestal Ti than increased Ti peaking. This
physics is relevant to the DT-scenarios as
the decoupling of the electron and ion
temperature leading to an increase of the
total pressure was observed recently to be
the cause for the improved confinement in
JET-DT discharges [15].
Fig. 5: (From top left to bottom right) Value of the pedestal ion
temperature, electron temperature, total pedestal pressure and electron
density versus total el/s injected rate.

4.2.
Impact of C2D4 and Ne on the pedestal height and
confinement in high- N plasmas
C2D4 was injected in the plasma with the tile 5 configuration such
that the total number of electron puffed per second was constant to
the low and high el/s injected of their unseeded counterpart
plasmas, see Fig. 5. The injection of C2D4 increases the energy
confinement time and normalised pressure both at low and high
el/s rate in comparison to the unseeded plasmas, see Fig. 4. The
ELM frequency is increased at low el/s rate from 20 to 40Hz and
decreased at high el/s rate from 80 to the 20Hz. The Zeff value is
not affected by the quantity of C2D4 injected at high el/s rate and
Fig. 6: ratio of the ion to electron temperature
the electron collisionality remains unaffected. As D-gas rate is
at mid-radius versus volume averaged
increased in the unseeded plasmas with tile 5 configuration, the
normalized poloidal pressure.
pedestal Te decreases steadily but the pedestal Ti remains constant.
The pedestal electron density drops at high el/s rate. In contrast,
the injection of C2D4 at high el/s rate leads to an increase of the electron density and electron temperature back to
the level of the unseeded low el/s D-gas rate with in addition an increased pedestal ion temperature, see Fig. 5.
The C concentration is then below 0.33%. The unseeded plasma with the highest D-gas injection had the lowest
value of <pol> ~1, but the injection of C2D4 keeping the total rate of injected el/s constant led to an increase of
<pol> to 1.4 and an increase of the total pedestal pressure from 4.7kPa to 7.4kPa, see Fig. 5. As a result, the ratio
of Ti/Te at mid-radius is re-established to the level of the low D-gas el/s rate. The OP in the j- diagram shows
that the OP with C2D4 seeding at high el/s recovers the domain of the OP of the unseeded plasmas at low el/s, see
Fig. 7. At low el/s injection rate, the C2D4 leads to an increase of the pedestal ion temperature by a factor 1.22
(CC=0.5%) leading a Ti at mid-radius of 4keV (similar value to the unseeded tile 6 plasmas at <pol> ~1.4), a
reduction of the pedestal electron density and no improvement in the electron density. The normalised pressure
N is then increased from 2.6 to 3 and H98(y,2) from 1.05 to 1.15. More data points may be needed at low el/s
injection rate for a clear conclusion.
The injection of Ne in the high-N plasmas can be the overall energy confinement and pedestal with respect to the
unseeded discharges at the same el/s injection rate. It was observed in three discharges (#90171, #90174, #90175)
at 1-1.7x1022 el/s, cNe ~ 0.6-1.1%. The normalised pressure is able at best to increase from 2.1 to 2.5, and
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normalised energy confinement from 1.0 to 1.09, with an ELM frequency which is almost in all cases decreased
and a value of Zeff at best of 2.1 or higher. The main reason for the increase in energy confinement is
due to an increase in electron pedestal density (see Fig. 5). Ne can counter
balance the effect of high el/s D rate on the pedestal electron density but
not on the electron and ion temperature as does the C2D4. Only one
discharge (#90171) shows sign of a high ion temperature and electron
temperature with respect to the unseeded plasmas at similar el/s injection
rate and it is the lowest Ne concentration (cNe ~ 0.6%) and lowest pedestal
radiation losses due to Ne. Similar results were obtained in AUG with Ne
and N-seeding [16]. On JET-ILW, seeding of Ne results in opposite
behaviour on the pedestal density depending on 𝜈𝑒∗ and N, but in none of
the cases does Ne seeding lead to an increase of temperature, unlike C.

5. ANALYSIS OF LOW-N PLASMAS WITH CD4
Fig. 7: j- diagram calculated with
MINERVA-DI at low ((#92168) and
high el/s (#92167) with increasing C
(#92174, (#92176) at high el/s

The pedestal recovery was also investigated in low- N plasmas with CD4
injection in the original scenarios where the N-seeding led to the recovery
of the pedestal pressure [4]. The operational domain probed here was at
a higher D-gas injection than done previously, 3.7x1022 el/s, and it was
observed that the recovery of the pedestal pressure with N-seeding or CD4-seeding was not always taking place.
With the total input power kept constant, the addition of CD4 (1.73x1022 el/s) on top of a D-gas rate of 3.7x1022
el/s (#89452), lead to no significant increase of stored energy (H98 ~ 0.7). The ELM frequency has increased from
56Hz (unseeded) to 96Hz. On the other hand, if the D-gas is reduced to 1.7x1022 el/s with CD4 maintained at
1.26x1022 el/s (#89453), the stored energy is steadily increasing in time and reach an energy confinement time of
0.28 (an increase of 27%), N of 1.45, H98 of 0.79. The ELM frequency is reduced to 28Hz, characteristic of the
improved confinement in N-seeding
plasmas [4]. A threshold is therefore
observed at high D-gas injection of high
el/s injection where the injection of C
cannot lead to an increase of pedestal
pressure (also observed with N). The
power crossing the separatrix (Psep=PinPrad-dW/dt) in these three discharges
remains similar, Psep=9.5MW (89454),
10MW (89452), 8.5MW (89453). The
carbon concentration for both seeded
pulses (#89453 and #89452) is in the
range 0.7-0.8%. The electron temperature
Fig. 8: Pedestal electron and ion temperature profile (left), and electron
profiles between (#89453 and #89452) are
density (right) versus n, for #89454 (back), #89452 (blue) and #89453
similar as are the ion temperature profiles.
(red).
The pulse #89453 with improved energy
confinement has a higher density and a
higher value a/Ln in the pedestal, see Fig. 9. This results in a value of the normalised pressure gradient for #89453
to be similar to the unseeded plasma (#89454), of about max~3.5 but higher than the seeded plasma #89452
(max~2.6). The increased pedestal width in #89453 than leads to an increased pedestal pressure.
6.

TRANSPORT AND GYROKINETIC CALCULATIONS

A radially global neoclassical modelling of JET plasmas was performed with PERFECT [17], using experimental
magnetic geometry. It allowed the study of neoclassical transport and flows in JET pedestals. The neoclassical
ion heat flux is found to be approximately an order of magnitude smaller than the input power [18]. The small
neoclassical transport is consistent with the shallow ion temperature profiles (inferred from C6+, assuming Ti=TC).
Unless the electron energy flux is an order of magnitude larger than the ion heat flux, it suggests that the ion heat
transport is not neoclassical in the JET pedestal, but it is carried by a significant remnant ion scale turbulence,
which is in line with the results of [8]. The size of the momentum transport is more strongly correlated to density
steepness than impurity content but is likely insignificant.
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The discussion is now
focused only on three high-N
plasmas (unseeded at low (#92168)
and high el/s (#92167) injection
rate and with C2D4 at high el/s
injection rate (#92174)) and for the
three low-N plasmas presented in
section 5. For these two sets of
plasmas e is very high with respect
to i within the pedestal, ~4 versus
1-2 respectively (see Fig. 9),
pointing towards ETG dominating
transport
( 𝜂𝑒 = ln(𝑇𝑒 )/
Fig. 9: e (filled) and i (dashed) for the high-N (left) and low-N plasmas
ln(𝑛𝑒 )). The improved pedestal
(right)
pressure for the low-N plasma
#89453 has a lower e value than #89454 or #89452 within the pedestal as could be expected from an improved
pedestal pressure. Similarly, pulses #92174 (C2D4 at high el/s) and #92168 unseeded at low el/s) have a reduced
value of e with respect to #92167 (unseeded at low el/s), with a reduced pedestal pressure. An estimate of the
impact of the particle source over the heat flux has been carried out. Interpretative EDGE2D modelling of the
high-N plasmas have been carried out and reproduced well the pedestal and SOL profiles. From these runs, the
particle source S is estimated small in comparison with the heat flux from the core (S*T/Q tot<0.05), therefore
processes with little density transport, relative to the energy transport, are playing an important role (such as MTM
and ETG) [19]. A similar estimate was done for the low-N plasmas, from similar EDGE2D runs as the
interpretative EDGE2D modelling are not yet available. Using the measured , it can be estimated that Deff/(eff)
~ 0.1-0.18 or less. This is inconsistent with MHD-like modes being a major player in the energy loss [7] [19].

Fig. 10: Growth rate calculated from linear GS2 for
high-N plasmas respectively low (#92168) and high
D-gas (#92167), high el/s rate with C2D4 (#92174) at
radius for a/Ln~2

The gyrokinetic analysis of these low and high-N plasmas
is on-going. The following has been found so far. Linear
gyrokinetic calculations performed with GS2 on the highN plasmas, revealed the Electron Temperature Gradient
(ETG) to be the main linear instability drives even at ion
scales. Unexpectedly, the ion scale instabilities are not
Trapped Electron Modes (TEM), but toroidal ETG modes
aided by a non-adiabatic ion response [20]. At the electron
scale, instabilities are predominantly slab ETG modes.
Quasilinear estimates indicate that the electron heat flux is
1.5 to 3 times larger than the ion heat flux. Flow shear
appears ineffective at suppressing linear instabilities across
a wide range of ky modes. Unseeded plasmas at low el/s
injection rate and with C2D4 at high el/s injection rate
(#92168, #92174) result in a lower growth rate than the
unseeded plasmas at high el/s rate at lower ky. Non-linear
calculations are on-going to assess the associated transport.

The low-N plasmas were also investigated with
GENE. The linear gyrokinetic calculation suggests that
ETG dominates the heat transport in all three cases, as
would be expected for a high 𝜂𝑒 . Nonlinear ETG simulations indicate that heat fluxes are at experimentally
relevant levels. ETG transport is lower for 89453, as expected from a steeper density gradient and lower 𝜂𝑒 . ETG
transport is consistent with the high heat diffusivity, low particle diffusivity, and early saturation of the electron
temperature in the ELM cycle. However, it remains to be explained why the electron density increases in #89453.
Potential explanations include: an increase in the pedestal particle source; changes in ETG particle transport due
to kinetic ion behaviour at scales approaching the ion scales; and ion-scale transport mechanisms (ITG and/or
TEM) that may operate at low fluctuation levels affecting predominantly the particle channel.
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7.

CONCLUSION

Robust predictions for the pedestal temperature and density in ITER requires an understanding of the role that Dgas and seeded impurity, such as N and Ne, have on pedestal temperature and density in JET-ILW. Both low-N
and high- plasmas were investigated. It was observed that CD4 and C2D4 can increase the pedestal density at
high el/s injection. In high- plasmas, C2D4 can counteract the degradation of electron temperature and density
at high rate of D injection and raise the pedestal ion temperature. On JET-ILW, seeding Ne can result in a
decreased or increased pedestal density depending on pedestal collisionality and N. Ne seeding decreased the
electron pedestal density and temperature in low- plasmas but was able to increase the electron density in the
high- plasmas. Nevertheless, in all cases seeding Ne does not lead to an increase of ion or electron temperature,
unlike C (or N in earlier low- plasmas), highly likely due to increased pedestal radiation losses with Ne. Even
in unseeded plasmas, a reduction of electron density due to increased pumping was shown to give access to a
higher confinement due an increase of the ion temperature peaking and even a higher ion temperature at the
pedestal for low el/s. With a linear MHD code taking into account the effect of rotation and ion diamagnetic effect,
it was possible to determine the ELM trigger conditions crit within 20% of the value a maximum normalised
gradient max. The key issue then remains to understand the change in the pedestal temperature and density
response. It is not clear if changes to the pre-ELM behaviour of the density and temperature with D-gas or seeded
impurity is due to a change of instabilities, a reduction of transport due the dominant instabilities, a modification
of the ionisation sources, an increased radiation loss, a combination of these effects. This identification work has
just started. The ion heat transport is not neoclassical in the JET pedestal. In the low and high- plasmas
investigated in this paper the dominant instabilities leading to the energy losses is Electron Temperature Gradient,
which can unexpectedly lead to losses at ion scale. It is clearly a complex problem linking core, pedestal and
SOL physics which will require dedicated and continuous effort to disentangle the different possible effects in the
coming years.
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